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Landbouwkundig onderzoek als geïnstitutionaliseerde actie is een
sociaal

fenomeen, en dient derhalve door sociologen als serieus

object van onderzoek te worden opgevat.
D i t proefschrift.
2

Nationale en internationale landbouwproefstations dienen bij hun
streven naar verbetering van de voedselproduktie meer gebruik te
maken v a n inzichten uit de sociale wetenschappen. Omgekeerd kunnen de sociale wetenschappen verrijkt worden door het verrichten
van studies naar de rol en de betekenis van veredelingsonderzoek
in verband met sociale ontwikkeling.
Dit proefschrift. Zie ook: D.B.W.M. v a n Dusseldorp, Some thoughts
on the role of the social sciences in the agricultural
centres

in the

developing

countries,

Agricultural Sciences, V o l . 25
3

Netherlands

research

Journal

of

(1977).

De uitspraak van Jennings als zouden de neolitische boeren een
"bijna even grote bijdrage" aan de ontwikkeling v a n de
hebben geleverd als de moderne plantenveredelaars,
deze

landbouw

is onjuist;

laatsten hebben voortgewerkt binnen reeds door de neoli-

tische boeren vastgelegde patronen.
P.Jennings, The Amplification of Agricultural Production,

Scien-

tific American, V o l . 235, N o . 3, 1976. C.0. Sauer, Agricultural
Origins and Dispersals, 2nd edition, 1969.
4

Bij het onderzoek ten behoeve van de agrarische ontwikkeling in
Latijnsamerika wordt er te weinig rekening mee gehouden dat grote
delen van de Latijnsamerikaanse samenleving als "frontier society"
aangemerkt moeten worden.
Dit proefschrift.
grensgebied,

1949,

Zie ook: R.A.J. van Lier, Samenleving in een
Ie druk. A. Hennesy,

The Frontier in Latin

American History, 1978.
5

Onderzoek ten behoeve van verbetering van de rijstteelt in Latijnsamerika zou zich in de toekomst meer moeten richten op
forastero

(moerasrijst).

Dit proefschrift.

arroz

6 De Colombiaanse statistieken die betrekking hebben op de produktie v a n rijst in dat land zouden aan duidelijkheid en aan bruikbaarheid winnen door voor de nu gehanteerde categorie arroz
secano

de

twee nieuwe categorieën in te voeren, namelijk die van

arroz

criollo

arroz

de riego

en arroz

arroz

forastero

secano

mecanizado;

tevens zou de categorie

dan vervangen dienen te worden door de categorieën
en arroz

de riego

mecanizado.

Dit proefschrift.
7 Ontwikkeling leidt niet altijd tot verkleining en tot functieverlies v a n boerenhuishoudens;

in sommige gevallen leidt ontwikke-

ling tot vergroting van die huishoudens hetgeen gepaard kan gaan
met

functiewinst.

A. Pearse, The Latin American Peasant, 1975.
8 Ontwikkeling

in de zin v a n economische groei die gepaard

gaat

met sociale verbetering, is in Latijnsamerika grotendeels achterwege gebleven. Een van de redenen is het ontbreken van een onder
de bevolking wijd verbreid geloof in vooruitgang als een gemeenschappelijk ideaal.
9 De constatering van Sahlins

dat in de ecologische

antropologie

het verschijnsel kannibalisme gereduceerd wordt tot

"subsistence

activity" moet als overdreven van de hand worden gewezen.
M. Sahlins, Culture and Practical Reason, 1976.
10 De algemene conclusie van Abercrombie
in Latijnsamerika

dat

landbouwmechanisatie

een negatief werkgelegenheidseffect heeft, is

voor het geval van Colombia niet bewezen.
K. Abercrombie, Mecanización agricola y empleo en America Latina,
Revista Internacional de Trabajo, V o l . 86, Num. 1, Geneva.
11 De betekenis van het boek "Honderd jaar eenzaamheid" van de Colombiaanse schrijver Gabriel Garcia Marguez ligt niet in de eerste
plaats, zoals onze dagbladen willen doen geloven, in het aanklagen v a n ongewenste sociale situaties in Latijnsamerika, maar v e e l eer in de originele uitwerking van het incest-taboe.
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PREFACE AND

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Between 1974 and 1978 I was assigned, as a FAO associate expert
in rural

sociology to the Centro

Internacional de Agricultura

Tropical (CIAT) in Cali, Colombia. CIAT is one of a number of agricultural research centres which contribute to increasing food production in developing countries.
As a social scientist in an environment dominated by agricultural
scientists, I have had considerable difficulty in defining my role
and I became convinced that the institute's administration did not
have a clear understanding of possible contributions of the social
sciences to their program.
Almy (1981) has stated that the most critical part of the job of a
social scientist in an international agricultural research centre
is "to recognize the level at which one should work and to negotiate
expectations on both sides appropriate to this level." I discovered this level, when on a field trip to the north coast of
Colombia I found myself looking at a neatly laid-out rice field,
alongside of which in a muddy pool were a number of tall meagre rice
plants, quite different in appearance from the plants in the rice
field in front of me. I was informed that the neatly laid-out field
belonged to farmers who until a few years ago had only grown the
taller rice varieties. The new shorter varieties were from CIAT,
and farmers were growing them with apparent success. What had the
introduction of these new varieties meant to the farmers? What
changes had they brought to their lives? What type of problems had
farmers had with these new varieties? To document the social consequences of the changes in rice cultivation may contribute to the
"process of technology development" in the institute for which I
worked.
I began to think about the role of agricultural research. This
consists not only of finding new ways of increasing yield and production of crops. It is a driving sometimes even a steering force
in the economies of the poorer countries where the majority of the
population depends on the seed they grow, year after year, in some

2

years producing a surplus for sale and in other years not producing
enough to eat, but always balancing on the edge of survival.
The two rice fields made me realize that I was not only looking
at two fields of different plants, but at two different worlds. The
new, shorter varieties entail new cultivation practices, and ways of
relating to the market by the farmer, which have consequences not
only for the farmer and his family but also for his community and
for rural society at large. It cannot be denied that there is a
relationship between" the field trials of agricultural experiment
stations and the most distant farmer, who will eventually be using
the results of these trials. There is, however, another point to
this relationship which" has not received sufficient attention. The
new rice varieties grown by Colombian peasants in the mid-1970s were
the results of trials carried out only ten years before in a remote
country in Asia, thousands of miles away.
With increasing communications and an ever increasing co-operation
among nations, diffusion of new crops and cropping technologies has
become increasingly the objective of deliberate planning and the
goal of national and international

agencies. The merchant from

Amsterdam who accidentally introduced coffee to South America in
the 18th century could never have imagined that a century later this
plant would be the propellor of the economies of many countries of
this continent. It is different now. Present agricultural administrators cannot accurately predict the economic consequences of the
introduction of a particular crop, but the organization of modern
societies is such that these decisions are being made increasingly
by rationally structured bureaucracies, which, on a routine basis,
define goals, identify and allocate means, and after evaluation •
make the necessary adjustments to the ends and the means. The
changes in crops and the diffusion of these changes have recently
become more within the reach of such bureaucratic procedures. The
complex interdependencies between farmers and modern goal-oriented
institutions which have been organized around new crops and new
cropping technologies have entered and complicated the interdependencies which previously operated on a small scale at the farmer's
level and with meanings he could understand himself. This is a
fascinating field of research, to which I have tried to contribute.
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INTRODUCTION

Agricultural research, and the application of the findings, may
follow two basic strategies in making optimal adjustments between
agricultural innovations and the rural population. One strategy is
to aim for high-yielding crops and cropping technologies, and the
recipients of the technology are expected to adapt their way of life
to the exigencies of these technologies. The other strategy aims at
producing research results which fit as closely as possible the
social situation of the farmers, and then, possibly alternative
research programs follow, which aim at a greater social and technological innovation.
Agricultural research has recently arrived at a stage, in which
the standardization of crops seems to be one of the more important
concomitants. New international agricultural research centres play
an important role in identifying characteristics of crops which
contribute to increase in food production. Especially in the tropical
regions, this has led to a confrontation with the highly complex and
varied small-scale agriculture, which is intrinsically interwoven in
local social structures and cultures.
In this study the social consequences of the introduction of new
rice varieties in peasant villages on the north coast of Colombia
have been investigated. The_jiain^3bjectiyes__af the study were:
-

to investigate the relationship between peasant systems of rice
cultivation as part of the agricultural system and the wider
social and economic structure of the rural communities;

-

to investigate the social consequences for the farmer and the
community of new systems of rice cultivation in this area.
In this study the emphasis is placed on rice cultivation by the

peasant farmers with limited resources.
The Atlantic north coast of Colombia was chosen as the study area
not only because it has been an important rice growing area since
colonial times but also because in the last twenty years new systems
of rice cultivation have been introduced. Changes in the system of

6

rice cultivation among peasants are partly the result of the development of irrigation districts by Colombia's land reform agency,
INCORA.
In the first chapter the relationship between man and crops is
explored from an historical perspective. Attention is focussed on
the changing role of agricultural research, and the possible contribution of social science to the agricultural research process.
An historical review of the introduction and diffusion of rice in
Colombia is given in the second chapter. The major institutions
active

in rice

research and promotion of rice cultivation in

Colombia are also discussed in this chapter. In the third chapter,
a description of the north coast as a distinct cultural area is
given, including geographical background, agricultural development
and a portrait of the social structure of Costeño society. Systems
of rice cultivation and the ways in which these systems are related
to social institutions in Costeño society are discussed in Chapter 4.
In Chapters 5 and 6 the social consequences of changing rice technology are investigated in detailed studies of two villages on the
north coast. In the village of Los Monos, even though changes in the
system of rice cultivation occur, rice is still cultivated as a subsistence crop. In the village of La Doctrina new rice varieties and
corresponding cropping technologies have been introduced and rice
is now cultivated as a commercial crop. The social consequences of
changes in rice cultivation, especially as a result of the introduction of new technology are discussed in Chapter 7. A summary and
conclusions are presented in Chapter 8.
Field-work
During 1976, a reconnaissance trip was made of the north coast
region in order to become familiar with rice growing in northern
Colombia in general and to interview local research staff, extension
officers and farmers, and others knowledgeable about rice cultivation
on the north coast. During this trip special attention was given to
irrigation districts developed and operated by INCORA.
A questionnaire was sent by mail to about 100 research and extension officers, from INCORA, Colombia's official agrarian bank {Caja
Agraria),

the national rice growers federation (Fedearroz) and the

official agricultural research and extension service (ICA). In the
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letter accompanying the questionnaire, each was asked to provide
information on various aspects of rice cultivation in his geographical area. Topics included were: areas under rice cultivation, type
of rice growing systems, production costs, yields, numbers of rice
farmers, labour needs, problems related to technical aspects of
rice cultivation in the region, changing cultivation practices, and
changing land prices. Fifty percent of the recipients completed and
returned the questionnaire. Results have been published in CIAT's
Annual Report (1976).
In addition, during 1976 open-ended interviews were held with
key informant farmers in 17 villages on the north coast departments
of Córdoba and Sucre. These interviews aimed to obtain detailed information on the social setting of north coast rice cultivation.
Questions were asked about land tenancy, local practices of rice
growing,

labour aspects in rice cultivation, harvesting methods,

and social aspects of rice marketing. The information obtained from
these interviews was very important. The role of criollo rice as a
pioneer crop, the social significance of mechanisms such as selling
rice before harvesting, and rice harvesting practices would not have
been understood as being of such significance if these introductory
stages of the investigation had been omitted. During these first
stages of the study, locally grown rice varieties were collected,
together with information on local names, systems of cultivation,
yields, local preferences, growing cycles, etc. The seeds collected
were sent afterwards to the collection of rice varieties at IRRI,
as it was thought by CIAT rice breeders that valuable genetic materials may be stored in these varieties.
Another objective of the interviews in the 17 villages was to
identify communities where indepth studies could be carried out in
order to obtain detailed information on changing rice growing practices, and to study the consequent social changes at the local level.
The village of La Doctrina in Córdoba Department was selected.
In La Doctrina, most farmers were growing the CICA 4 rice variety
on land assigned to them in a recent land reform program. La Doctrina
seemed to be a community representative of those on the north coast
in which former low income farmers had changed to new rice growing
technologies. It was also decided to select a neighbouring community,
where no such changes had taken place, in order to be able to draw
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more precise conclusions about the effects of the new rice technology.
Los Monos which is located about 25 kilometres from La Doctrina was
selected. The main criterion on which Los Monos was selected was
that the situation in the village had to resemble as much as possible
the situation in La Doctrina before the technical and socio-economic
changes

had taken place. Although technical and

socio-economic

changes also occur in Los Monos, diachronical comparisons, based on
interviews and oral history, could be corrected by data from Los
Monos.
During December 1976, a survey of rice growers in both communities was carried out. In La Doctrina, all 68 farmers growing CICA 4
as an irrigated crop were included in the survey. In Los Monos, a
stratified sample was taken, representative of relevant categories
of farmers. The interviewers were sons of local farmers who had
completed their education at the Instituto Agrícola

Technológica,

an intermediate agricultural school in Lorica. These interviewers
were trained for a period of one week in interview techniques and
in thematic aspects of the study. During this training period, a
census of all households in Los Monos was carried out in order to
obtain a sample frame. In this census, questions were asked about
rice cultivation systems, years of experience with rice cultivation,
and land tenancy situation. On the basis of this census, a stratified sample was drawn of rice farmers (42) in Los Monos. Criteria
for stratification were rice area and type of land tenancy. The
survey included questions on years of experience in rice growing,
varieties of rice grown, problems with rice cultivation, areas of
rice under cultivation, yields, costs of rice production, labour
requirement for various types of rice cultivation, methods of rice
harvesting, ways of paying rice harvesters, opinions on various
harvesting payment systems, labour exchange, outside labour, credit
for rice growing, debt position, selling of rice, prices, identity
of buyers, selling rice before harvesting, rice consumption, need
to buy additional rice, making gifts of rice to others, types of
rice grown in the past, land tenure, other crops, size and structure
of the households, migrant labour, other sources of income, investment in land and cattle, housing situation, items indicating standard
of living, aspects of health, role of the women in the households,
aspirations, and future views.
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The survey was carried out first in Los Monos, and then in La
Doctrina. On average, each interview took an hour and a half to complete. In Los Monos one farmer objected to being interviewed, and
in La Doctrina all farmers co-operated.
Apart from these methods of data collection described above, I
lived for several months in La Doctrina, and in Los Monos. In addition, farmers in Los Monos and La Doctrina were visited on many occasions during shorter visits to the region. Before starting this
research project, I had made myself familiar with the regional dialect of Spanish, Costeño, which is a rapidly pronounced Spanish with
numerous local expressions and idioms. Talks and interviews with
Costeño

farmers were always a pleasure, as I found Costeños sympa-

thetic and openhearted people, who are as curious about the visitor
as the visitor is about them. Furthermore, I found the Costeño
language to be a very rich, expressive means of communication, and
perhaps the "overdose" of local words and expressions in the following chapters is the result of a personal delight in their language,
and the feeling that their words and concepts can never be translated
adequately into another language.
Additional information on Los Monos and La Doctrina was collected
by three students in rural sociology from the Agricultural University
in Wageningen, The Netherlands; H. Dorrenstein, F. van Dorsten and
G. Gooren. They lived for 6 months in these villages carrying out
field-work in fulfilment of the requirement for the Master's Degree
in Rural Sociology. In addition, during 1979 and 1980, literature on
the development of agriculture in Colombia and the history of rice
in Colombia was studied and analysed.
The processing of the information was started at CIAT, and completed at the Department of Rural Sociology for the Tropics and
Subtropics, Agricultural University, Wageningen during 1979 and
1980. For data processing use was made of the Standard Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al. 1975), limited mostly
to the calculation of means and frequency distributions. The correlation coefficient used in Chapter 5 is Pearson's r. Some results
of the research have been published in the annual reports of CIAT
(CIAT 1976; 1977).
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1

1.1

RELATIONSHIPS

BETWEEN CROPS AND MAN

INTRODUCTION
The social and economic consequences of changing

agricultural

technology have been the subject of scientific research for many
years. The United Nations Research Institute for Social Development
(UNRISD) has recently carried out studies in a number of Asian countries and Mexico on the socio-economic implications of changes in
technology for rice and wheat farmers in these areas (Bathi 1976;
Dasgupta 1977; Hewitt de Alicántara 1976; and Palmer 1975, 1976 and
1977).
Although a very small time perspective has been taken in many of
these studies, it has been clearly shown that millions of farmers
are stepping out of a peasant era into the world of modern capitalist
agriculture. However, the deeper implications of structural change
in a wider historical perspective have often not been touched upon.
In this study, a broader historical perspective has been taken
in an attempt to show that one important aspect of these massive
changes is related to the ways in which agricultural producers have
changed, and still are changing, characteristics of their food crops.
It is proposed that both ancient and contemporary agricultural producers have made historical choices in the domestication of plant
species and in crop selection. These choices have influenced greatly
the organization of social life around agricultural and cropping
systems, which are the main bases of their economies. The characteristics of their crops have had structuring effects on the various
types of societies in which these cultivators have lived or are
living. On the other hand, societal needs have also contributed to
the shaping of crop characteristics. The study of the relationships
between characteristics of crops and the encompassing social structure, is referred to as crop sociology.
At this point it is appropriate to clarify the nature of the
relationships suggested here. It would be an exaggeration to suppose
that a particular characteristic of a crop exclusively determines a
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social phenomenon. For that reason the term structuring is preferred,
and emphasis should be given to the fact that this is essentially a
two-way process.
Further, the approach taken in this study does not imply that
other social factors and processes are of less importance in influencing rural societies. For reasons which will be discussed in this
chapter emphasis is given to crops and crop characteristics as it
is considered that these provide particular insights.
The Neolithic Revolution,

indicating the time when man first

started to grow food crops, took place about 9000 years ago. This
means that domestication only took place during more recent stages
in the history of man. Even more remarkable is the fact that domestication only occurred during one historic period. Neolithic Man
and later cultivators did not continue domesticating more and more
botanical species, but instead the number of domesticates remained
limited to a relatively small number (Baker 1978; Sauer 1952). During
this relatively short period of domestication, mutual dependencies
between food crops and corresponding societal arrangements began to
develop. After that, these dependencies did not change as a result
of the domestication of other food crops, but through further refinements of existing food crops. These refinements led to further more
complex dependencies between crops, cropping systems and the social
contexts in which the cropping systems were to be found.
Geographers and ethnographers have drawn attention to the extremely complex and highly varied agriculture of the food cultivator in
tropical regions (Sauer 1969; Schlippe 1956; Gourou 1947). The fact
that modern economic and social sciences have become interested
only recently in this area of research is related possibly to the
essentially ethnocentric perspective taken. As Boserup (1965) has
pointed out, the study of agricultural land use has been dominated
by the classical marginalist theory. This theory was developed at
the beginning of the 19th century when agricultural expansion was
especially visible in the frontier economy of the United States,
where socalled "empty lands" could easily be incorporated into the
expanding agricultural economy. This condition led to the analytical
distinction between unused land and cultivated land, theoretically
suitable for these circumstances. In contrast, traditional agricultural systems can only be fully understood when analyzed through
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time, including fallow periods which form intrinsic parts of these
systems. Distinctions between cultivated and uncultivated land are
less meaningful, and thus classical marginalist theory is less
suited for understanding the dynamic and adaptive nature of these
systems (Boserup 1965). Only detailed empirical studies as can be
expected from geographers and ethnographers focussing on the totality of agricultural systems, and including explanations for fallow
frequencies, could demonstrate that traditional agricultural systems
are well balanced. Recent insights into agricultural development
have demonstrated the need for analysis of traditional agricultural
systems by both agricultural and social sciences (Saint and Coward
1977). An example of such an analysis is the well-documented portrait of the agricultural system of the Zande people in East Africa,
given by Schlippe (1956), in which he explains the reasons for the
failure of Western agronomists to improve the agricultural system
of this people.
Sauer (1969) has also made a valuable contribution to insights
into the complexities of traditional agriculture. He has pointed out,
that in the careful study of one crop alone, an enormous wealth of
forms and functions can be found:
"Maize is a species complex, the enormous diversity of
which is being uncovered by geneticists, mainly by study
of Indian varieties. Only a small part of this genetic
wealth is preserved in our commercial corns which have been
developed for rich soils and yields of grain, in part, as
has been found lately, to the detriment of food value other
than carbohydrates. Our main interest in corn is as feed
for livestock; native attention has been given to it as
a staple of human food. The corn on Mexican or Guatemalan
hillsides that may seem a sorry plant to the visitor'from
the United States, is likely to be very properly suited
to the native diet and the local soils and weather. The
experiences of many generations of corn growers are not
to be set aside lightly by the simple and shortrange interests of commerce. It is not accidental that a single
native village may maintain more kinds of maize than the
Corn Belt ever heard of, each having a special and proper
place in the household and the field economy."
p. 6 5 ) .
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